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Congratulations for being the selected

interview artist. What is art for you and how

do you convey a message through art?

Thank you for inviting me to apply to this

program, it was such a joy to have been

selected! I think art has so many definitions

depending on who you are talking to. For me, art

is an emotional radiography of the world in a

wider sense, a portrait or an inner mirror of the

rational, spiritual and emotional self of the artist

in relationship with society.  My art is a refuge

from the reality, sometimes taking the form of a

satire against social absurdism, other times

talking about a whole new parallel world, a very

intimate one, filled with dreams, hope and

morphed images of emotions. In my work,

conceptually, I’m primarily  interested in human

mind patterns which I see as limitations, as

broken components of a mechanism unable to

rise above the absurd social paradigm  that

seems to have a mind if its own, perpetuating in

a Sisyphean manner. 

Where do you find your inspiration? Do you

have any special topic to effect your art and

your artistic journey?

In terms of composition, my artistic approach is

kind of melancholic, easygoing, instinctive. I

have never been able to finish a sketch I made in

the same way I had initially visualized it. I always

improvise and love to surprise myself, letting

accidents happen so that I can find ways to

manage them, adjust or enjoy them afterwards.

As a practice, I like to explore, search, play and

mix accidents with a more structured,

controlled formula. Both in painting and

installation, I try to put together unusual

elements with bright, violent colors, I try to find

harmony in opposing elements. I try not to take

life so seriously and sometimes I joke within my

works, giving it a riddle aspect meant to make

the viewer wonder – “What is this line here for?

It doesn’t make any sense!”  And the answer is:

“Exactly! That’s why!”. Art is not supposed to

make sense, at least not the same sense for

everybody, as we are all different and we all

have a different understanding of things.

 



Did you change your style over the years? In

which way?

The word “pot” generated the idea for an

installation in the project I was working on at

that time, perfectly matching the context of

my concept. Inspiration is everything I

experience, all my actions, thoughts and

feelings. 

When I was a student, my professor used to

test us as a joke asking how we spent our

holiday, and we all started to tell stories about

our adventures and in the end he would tell us

that the right answer was: an artist is always

working, never in holiday. I remembered this

story thinking about how inspiration finds its

way to my mind. I  think inspiration has

nothing to do with the artist work and

everything to do with it in the same time. It

can hit you from everywhere; it can be an

image you see, a work of another artist, which

happens a lot, a dream, a word, a film, an idea,

a sensation, a feeling, an object etc. For

instance, I was at a friend‘s party, held in a

sculptor’s studio, and I was talking to an actor

about the ingenious way the sculptor

organized his tools with lots of different

recipients for all sizes of screws, nuts and

bolts, all neatly arranged. My discussion

partner was also amazed, saying that in her

home she only has a metal pot with a hammer

and some nails. That was the moment it hit

me! POT! An instant recollection of how my

father used to tell me in the beginning of my

artistic journey “stop messing around the

house with all these colors and do something

useful, take a pot, cook something, do some

cleaning! 

I don’t think the style is changing but as an

artist you create, this is what you do,

therefore you must be adventurous, curious,

bold, searching all the time something new

and cool and still sincere and natural to you,

personal, self-defining. You are always a

student, always explore, learn and try

different techniques, mediums, you always try

to run away from boring and common and

reinvent yourself, bring fresh and powerful

works to your audience. Of course you can’t

do it most of the time and it can be  such a

dealbreaker with yourself at times but this is

part of the job, part of being an artist, I do not

think that my style actually changed over the

years although I enjoyed exploring different

techniques and mediums – from painting to

photography, installation, object or digital

painting. 



What is it like to be an artist nowadays? How

was the experience and which experience you

like most to attend in your artistic journey?

I think being an artist nowadays is like being an

artist two hundred years ago, same pressure,

hard work, sleeping in your studio, keep your

mind open, with  low priority for financial goals,

with poor self-esteem but working on it and

above all, recharging with happiness of doing

what you love most.  Of course nowadays it’s a

little bit harder than it was for artists before

technology era started because now, besides

working in the studio, we have to extend the

work in social media too, to also be a promoter,

a gallerist, a curator and a trader for yourself.

Apart from constantly working, you also need to

stay informed, do research, be visible, be active

and present in art world events. In the same

time, I have to admit that, despite the challenges

mentioned above, technology is offering

tremendous opportunities for artists

worldwide.  



You attended many exhibition programs

around Europe like Berlin, London, Florence.

Which one is the most special for you?

By far, what I love the most is being in my

studio, working, even if I have days when it

seems my mind is blank and all I do is garbage.

The experience of being an artist is similar to

being a human, you live your art, you breathe

your art, what you do is what you are, the way

you feel, the way you think, the way you are is

everything your work is. It’s a path with good

and bad experiences, a work in progress. I think

what best describes my the artistic journey is

inspired from “A monologue by Marcel

Duchamp and/or Rrose Selavy” that I even

borrowed and used as a title for one of my

installations, “My work is finally unfinished”.

 I was a little scared at the time and this made

me take a closer look at something I had

somehow neglected although it is as important

for me as my art is: my family.So, apart from my

studio work, I used this period on  spending

quality time with them and taking any chance

we got to travel, laugh, talk and relax. Returning

to your question, art is a selfish act, a refuge, a

world only for myself and when I say art, I’m

talking about creation and not the art world and

this is why I can’t say one exhibition was more

precious or important than others. Working  is

what I value the most and my biggest award.

What comes next, the second part, meaning

exhibiting, selling, being awarded for it, seeing

my works in museums, in private collection, in

magazines, of course that brings satisfaction,

joy and  a touch of serenity like it’s time for a

quick break from struggles and enjoy your glory

for a second or two.
Yes, I have had a pretty active artistic journey

until the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic. 
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